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Equipping corporations with reliable insights 
on air spend
ARC’s Air Program Monitor is an easy-to-use analytical tool that provides travel managers with a high-level 
review of their air travel spend metrics to effectively measure program performance and prepare for airline 
business reviews. 
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How can Air Program Monitor enhance my airline reviews?

Evaluate contract effectiveness
With insight into your market share by airline 
and route, along with average ticket price benchmarks, 
you have the data insight you need to measure performance 
and validate contract metrics.

Enhance supplier strategy
Greater visibility into airline program key performance 
indicators (KPIs), along with market share analysis by spend 
and passenger count, enables more strategic conversations 
about performance and growth. 

Streamline airline meeting preparation 
Simplified analytics, accessible any time and 
aligned with airline reports, allow you to proactively 
and confidently prepare for your quarterly 
airline contract reviews. 

Uncover potential cost savings 
Transparency into corporate market and corporate peer 
group averages, as well as share gap analysis, gives you more 
precise comparisons for identifying savings opportunities. 
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Understand 
market share by 
airline and O&D

View actionable performance 
data, including market share 
by total spend and passenger 
count, to proactively prepare for 
airline conversations.

Market Share by Origin and Destination (O&D)
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Air travel data at your fingertips 

Use Air Program Monitor.
Maximize your airline discussions today. 
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Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) is the premier driver of air travel intelligence and commerce in the travel industry, with leading business solutions, travel agency accreditation services, process 
and financial management tools, and high-quality data. ARC settles $86 billion in air ticket transactions annually for more than 9,400 travel agencies. Established in 1984, ARC is headquartered in 
Arlington, Virginia, with offices in Louisville, Kentucky, Tampa, Florida and San Juan, Puerto Rico. For more information, please visit www.arccorp.com.

Corporate Benchmarks
View average ticket price compared 
to the corporate market, peers with 
similar air spend and industry 
segment peers.

Advanced KPIs
Understand your share gap based on 
airline metrics, and view your market 
share by airline, O&D and other key 
dimensions.  

Flexible Options
A point-and-click analysis tool, 
available one time, monthly or 
quarterly, offers the frequency and 
price point that fit your needs. 

Data

Accessible Analytics
Online and mobile access, along 
with customizable report scheduling, 
provides data insight whenever and 
wherever you need it.
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